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DOACROSS loops. Several loop scheduling schemes for
DOALL and DOACROSS loops have been studied in the
past. For example, please see [1][2][3] and references therein.
The loop scheduling schemes suitable for homogeneous
systems are called ‘simple’ schemes whereas the schemes
that take the heterogeneity of the system into account are
called ‘distributed’ schemes and are suitable for heterogeneous systems. Also, loop scheduling can be categorized into
‘static’ and ‘dynamic’. Static scheduling schemes determine
the task allocation to the processors prior to the execution
of the application. Dynamic scheduling (or self-scheduling)
is an automatic loop scheduling method in which idle
processors request new loop iterations to be assigned to them
during run time (the execution of the application).
Some notable DOALL loop scheduling schemes for homogeneous and heterogeneous systems have been studied
in [2][3][4]. DOACROSS loop scheduling schemes for homogeneous and heterogeneous systems have been studied
in [5] and references there-in. Recent research results have
been reported for designing loop self-scheduling methods
for multi-core, graphics processing unit, grid, and cloud
systems. Please see [6][7][8][9][10] [11][12][13].
Most of the previously studied loop scheduling schemes
partition only the outermost loop of a program loop structure
and assign tasks (chunks of iterations) to the processors.
This is not efﬁcient for multi-dimensional nested loops.
All the previous multi-dimensional loop scheduling schemes
for nested loops are static. Thus, these methods are inefﬁcient when the loop tasks sizes are unequal. Results
on two-dimensional (2-D) Trapezoid loop scheduling were
presented in [14].
Here, we implement some well-known one-dimensional
(1-D) loop scheduling schemes in 2-D form. We then
compare the performance of the 2-D versus the 1-D schemes.
We implemented the distributed loop scheduling schemes (1D and 2-D versions) (with the Master-Worker architecture
[3]) on a parallel cluster in dedicated mode and also with all
processors of the same speed. The loop scheduling schemes
are implemented using the Message Passing Interface on
a cluster of processors. Experimental results show that the

Abstract—Efﬁcient scheduling of parallel loops in a network
of computers can signiﬁcantly reduce the total execution time
of complex scientiﬁc applications. In this paper, we compare
the performance of two-dimensional dynamic loop scheduling
schemes for computer clusters with that of one-dimensional
loop scheduling schemes. The loop scheduling schemes are implemented using the Message Passing Interface on a cluster of
processors. Experimental results show that the two-dimensional
scheduling schemes were found to signiﬁcantly reduce the total
execution time of tasks over the one-dimensional schemes. In
addition, the two-dimensional schemes present a more balanced
load distribution of the workload among the computers in the
cluster.
Keywords-Dynamic scheduling; cluster computing; parallel
loops.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A computer cluster consists of a set of computers (resources or processors) connected to each other through
fast local area networks commonly used for executing
computation-intensive scientiﬁc applications. In a distributed
processing cluster, the tasks are broken down and allocated
to the available computers for parallel execution in order
to minimize the total execution time of an application.
Appropriate software runs within this network of computing
resources to allow for inter-process communication between
the various resources by use of Message Passing Interface
(MPI).
Scientiﬁc applications usually consist of large loops (repeated execution of a set of statements) inside them. These
loops are one of the largest sources of parallelism. Instead
of executing an application with large loops on a single
computer, if the loop iterations are divided and allocated
to the available computers (processors) in the cluster, the
total execution time of the application can be signiﬁcantly
reduced. In the ideal case, the execution time can be reduced
by a factor of the number of available processors in the cluster. Hence, efﬁcient loop scheduling schemes are essential
for executing parallel applications on computer clusters.
If the iterations of a loop have no interdependencies, each
iteration can be considered as a task and can be scheduled
independently. Such parallel loops are often called DOALL
loops. The loops that have interdependencies are often called
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Cp∗ir +n = Rir −1 /2p, for n = 1, . . . , p and the remaining
iterations are Rir = Rir −1 /2.

two-dimensional scheduling schemes were found to significantly reduce the total execution time of tasks over the
one-dimensional schemes. In addition, the two-dimensional
schemes present a more balanced load distribution of the
workload among the computers in the cluster.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we present some well known 1-D schemes. In Section III,
we present the methodology for two-dimensional schemes.
In Section IV, we present the implementation details of the
scheduling schemes, present the experimental results, and
compare the performance of the two-dimensional schemes
with that of the one-dimensional schemes. Conclusions are
derived and future work is presented in Section V.

Trapezoid Factoring Self-Scheduling (TFSS-1-D): TFSS1-D is a scheme which uses stages (as in FSS-1-D). The
size of the next chunk is the sum of the next p chunks that
would have been computed by the TSS-1-D algorithm. The
chunk is then equally divided among the p processors, as in
FSS-1-D. Thus the TFSS-1-D chunk-size is computed as:
CjT F SS−1−D

Guided Self-Scheduling (GSS-1-D): Ci = Ri−1 /p. This
is a dynamic scheme with a non-linear chunk-size function.
It assigns large chunks initially, which implies reduced
communication/scheduling overheads in the ﬁrst scheduling
steps. A modiﬁed version GSS-1-D(l) with minimum assigned chunk-size l attempts to improve on the weaknesses
of GSS-1-D.
The load imbalance depends on the execution time difference between tj , for j = 1, . . . , p where tj is the execution
time of processor j to ﬁnish all the tasks assigned to it by
the scheduling scheme. This difference may be large if the
ﬁrst chunk is too large.

In this section, we review some previously studied simple
one-dimensional (1-D) dynamic loop scheduling schemes.
These loop scheduling schemes were implemented using a
Master-Worker architecture model [3]. In a generic dynamic
(self-scheduling) scheme, at the i-th scheduling step, the
master computes the chunk-size Ci (a few consecutive iterations), a starting (iteration) index istart, and the remaining
number of tasks (iterations) Ri as follows.
Initially, R0 = I (where I denotes the total number of
iterations of a parallel loop), istart = J (where J denotes
the lower bound of the loop). The master computes the
chunk-size for the i-th scheduling step as:

III. T WO -D IMENSIONAL L OOP S CHEDULING S CHEMES
In this section, we review the methodology for twodimensional (2-D) loop scheduling schemes introduced in
[14]. A 2-D scheme is derived by applying a 1-D scheme
in each dimension of the loop.
Let n (= 1, 2) denote the dimension of the loop and let
in denote the index of the scheduling step and N n denote
the number of scheduling steps in dimension n. Cinn and
Rinn denote the chunk-sizes and the number of remaining
iterations in each dimension respectively. The chunks of
the 2-D scheme will be rectangular with sizes Ci11 xCi22 at
scheduling step (i1 , i2 ). Let (istart1, istart2) denote the
origin of the rectangular chunk at scheduling step (i1 , i2 ).
The 2-D schemes are derived by applying the 1-D schemes
with p PEs in each loop and construct 2-D chunks which
are the Cartesian products of the 1-D chunks.
Let J1 and J2 denote the two loops in a 2-D nested loop
construct and Jn1 and Jn2 denote the lower and upper loop
bound for the n−th loop. The computation of the chunk-size
and starting index point (using eqs. (1) - (2)) are performed
in 2 dimensions (i.e. loops: J1 and J2 ) to compute Ci11 and
Ci22 (for i1 , i2 = 1, 2, . . .). Initially, istart1 = J11 and
istart2 = J21 . The chunks are rectangular regions of the
index space (i1 , i2 ) of N 1 × N 2 scheduling steps. Thus,
each chunk is a rectangle which has as its origin the index
point (istart1, istart2) and a width and a height: Ci11 and
Ci22 , respectively. A 2-D (or rectangular) chunk is referred
by its width and height i.e. Ci11 × Ci22 .

(1)

where p is the number of processors. The function f (., .)
can possibly have more inputs than just Ri−1 and p. Then
the master assigns to a worker processor (PE) Ci tasks and
a starting (iteration) index istart. Then the istart and Ri
for the next scheduling step are updated:
istart = istart + Ci ,

Ri = Ri−1 − Ci .

CiF SS−1−D

i=k

II. O NE -D IMENSIONAL L OOP S CHEDULING S CHEMES

Ci = f (Ri−1 , p),

=

k+p


(2)

When the user or the system has chosen a ‘threshold’ last
chunk-size L, then the computation of Ci must be modiﬁed
by adding: If (Ci < L) then Ci = L.
The different ways to compute Ci has given rise to
different scheduling schemes. Below is a description of some
simple one-dimensional loop scheduling schemes. These
schemes have been studied and extended in [1][2][3] and
references therein.
Trapezoid Self-Scheduling (TSS-1-D):
Ci = Ci−1 − D,

−L)
with (chunk) decrement: D = (F
(N −1) , where: the ﬁrst
and last chunk-sizes
  (F, L) are user/compiler-input or (by
I
, and L = 1. The number of scheduling
default) F = 2p


steps assigned: N = (F2∗I
+L) .
Factoring Self-Scheduling (FSS-1-D): FSS consists of
rounds of p scheduling steps. In each round ir the master
distributes Rir −1 /2 iterations to the p workers. Thus,
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× 8000 to 32000 × 32000). The algorithm uses irregular
loops with unpredictable computation cost per iteration.
In the following, we present the experimental results.
Tp denotes the total execution time (for a given problem
size) measured on the master PE and Tcomp denotes the
computation time of a worker PE (for executing all the
chunks assigned to it). All timings are in seconds (sec).
The communication times of the workers in all the schemes
are very small. This low value in communication time is
because the workers do not send the computed results back
to the master. They only send a request for work and receive
a reply. These messages are small in size. We note that
Tp ≈ max{Tcomp1 , Tcomp2 , . . . , Tcompp }.
Figures 1 and 2 present the maximum difference (which
is a measure of the imbalance of the workers computational
load) in workers computation times for various 1-D and 2-D
schemes with 16 and 32 PEs for a problem size of 16000
× 16000. It can be observed that the differences in the case
of 1-D schemes are quite substantial and hence there is
considerable load imbalance among the worker PEs. The
differences in the case of 2-D schemes are small (less than
1) and hence there is almost perfect load balancing among
the worker PEs.
Figures 3 and 4 present the Tp for various 1-D and 2-D
simple schemes with various number of PEs and 8000 ×
8000 and 16000 × 16000 problem sizes. The ﬁgures also
present the results for the distributed schemes (DFSS-1-D
and DFSS-2-D). It can be observed that the 2-D schemes
show substantial performance improvement over the 1-D
schemes. For example: (i) the Tp of FSS-2-D and GSS-2D is more than 50% less than that of FSS-1-D and GSS1-D for a problem size of 8000 × 8000 with 8 PEs; (ii)
the 2-D schemes show around at least 40% performance
improvement over the 1-D schemes for a problem size of
16000 × 16000 with 8 PEs; (iii) Performance improvements
of around 75% by the DFSS-2-D over DFSS-1-D can be
observed.
Table I presents the times of various 1-D and 2-D schemes
with 64 workers for a problem size of 32000 × 32000.
Substantial performance improvement achieved by the 2D schemes can be observed. In the case of TSS-2-D and
GSS-2-D, this is about 50%.
Figure 5 shows the total execution time (Tp ) for TSS-1-D,
TSS-2-D, FSS-1-D, and FSS-2-D with increasing problem
size (up to 32000 × 32000). The number of worker PEs is
ﬁxed to 16. It can be observed that for all the problem sizes,
the 2-D schemes show superior performance compared to the
1-D schemes. The performance of the other 2-D schemes is
similar.
Figures 6 and 7 present the speedup of the various 1-D
and 2-D schemes with increasing number of workers for a
problem size of 16000 × 16000. We computed the speedup
(Sp ) according to the equation: Sp = t1 /tp where t1 is
the execution time using one PE and tp is the execution

The rectangular chunks are computed in order along
‘wavefront diagonals’ (please see Figure 3 in [14]). These
diagonals of rectangles in the index space start from the
bottom left (index point (J11 , J21 )) and end up at the top
right of the region (index point (J12 , J22 )). The starting index
point is updated as follows: (1) istart1 = istart1 + Ci11 or
istart1 = istart1 − Ci11 and (2) istart2 = istart2 + Ci22
or istart2 = istart2 − Ci22 , because the rectangular chunks
are computed along the wavefront diagonals. Based on the
above, a generic 2-D loop scheduling algorithm is as follows:
A 2-D Loop Scheduling Algorithm:
Master:
• Receive a new request from a worker for tasks.
• If (there exist unassigned rectangular chunks) then
– Compute a new task (2-D chunk Ci11 × Ci22 and
(istart1, istart2)) along the wavefront diagonals.
– Send the new task to the worker.
Else
– Send a ‘terminate’ signal to (requesting) workers.
Worker:
• Send a request to the Master.
• Receive new tasks or a ‘terminate’ signal.
• Perform tasks or terminate.
An algorithm for distributed TSS-2-D, known as DTSS2-D is presented in [14]. Here, we also implemented the
DFSS-2-D.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION AND R ESULTS
The following simple and distributed loop scheduling
schemes are implemented: TSS-1-D, TSS-2-D, FSS-1D, FSS-2-D, TFSS-1-D, TFSS-2-D, GSS-1-D, GSS-2-D,
DFSS-1-D, and DFSS-2-D. The above schemes are implemented in C++ using the distributed programming framework offered by the Message Passing Interface (MPI). The
computer cluster used is the Sun Constellation Linux Cluster,
named Ranger at the Texas Advanced Computing Center
(TACC) at the University of Texas at Austin. Each node
on the Ranger system is comprised of four AMD Opteron
Quad-Core 64-bit processors (16 cores in all). In our runs,
we used a number p of processors/workers (cores) (with
p = 1, . . . , 64). All Ranger nodes are interconnected using
InﬁniBand technology in a full-CLOS topology providing a
1GB/sec point-to-point bandwidth.
The test problem used is the Mandelbrot computation [3].
The Mandelbrot computation is a doubly nested loop without
any dependencies. The computation of one column of the
Mandelbrot matrix is considered the smallest schedulable
unit. We use, in our tests, the Mandelbrot fractal computation
algorithm on the domain [-2.0, 2.0] × [-2.0, 2.0], for
different window sizes (problem sizes/matrix sizes) (8000
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Figure 1. Maximum difference in workers compute times for various 1-D
schemes with various number of PEs and 16000 × 16000 problem size

Figure 3. Tp for various 1-D schemes with various number of PEs and
problem sizes

Figure 2. Maximum difference in workers compute times for various 2-D
schemes with various number of PEs and 16000 × 16000 problem size

Figure 4. Tp for various 2-D schemes with various number of PEs and
problem sizes

Table I
T OTAL EXECUTION TIMES ( IN SECONDS ) OF VARIOUS 1-D AND 2-D
SCHEMES FOR 64 WORKERS AND A PROBLEM SIZE OF 32000 × 32000
PE
1-D
2-D

TSS
40.1
20.9

FSS
43.9
34.9

that the two-dimensional scheduling schemes perform better
compared to the one-dimensional schemes and also present
a more balanced load distribution of the workload among
the computers in the cluster.
In future, we plan to use more number of processors with
larger problem sizes to test the scalability of the schemes and
also consider problems which have loops with dependencies.

GSS
56.4
21.5

time using p PEs. It can be observed that, as the number
of worker PEs increases, the speedup of all the schemes
improves which shows that the schemes are scalable. It can
also be observed that the speed up of the 2-D schemes is
substantially higher than that of the 1-D schemes.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we implemented two-dimensional loop
scheduling schemes and compared their performance with
that of one-dimensional loop scheduling schemes. The loop
scheduling schemes are implemented using the Message
Passing Interface on the Ranger cluster at the Texas Advanced Computing Center. The Mandelbrot computation is
used as the test problem with size ranging from 8000 × 8000
to 32000 × 32000. Experiments were conducted with the
number of processors ranging from 1 to 64. Results showed
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